1. Greetings/Introductions (10 minutes)

Debbie Bulger, Joel Steinberg, Connie Wilson also attended

2. SC County Sustainable SC Plan – (Guth)
   a. presentation/discussion

Mike presented some history and an update on this issue; Bob Morgan has tentatively agreed to be lead on this issue for the Committee

3. SC City Parking Garage (Posner)
   a. Discuss for possible action

Discussion of a campaign on this issue; discussion of broader “campaign” of which this item would be a part; Motion to ask ExCom to call a meeting, and email blast on this; passes with 1 vote against.

4. AMBAG NoP Scoping 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (Multi)
   a. Discuss for possible action. Note: this bridges into other Chapter jurisdictions so coordination required if action to be taken

Robust discussion; Jack has comments on this, will consider formulating response

5. Discussion re: cooperative approach intra-Club (Guth – Longinotti)

Continued for another meeting

6. H 1 Auxiliary Lanes discussion re: Measure D compliance (Mesiti-Miller)
MINUTES

a. Discuss for possible action

Motion to have Rick write letter, Mike review/edit; for ExCom; Steve 2nds, unanimous vote

7. SCRTC Transit Corridors Alternatives Analysis (Mesiti-Miller - Guth)

   a. discuss for possible action

Mark presented, Sally also presented, discussion of the work product created by the working group; which was a list of additions suggested for the reviewed documents. Keresha moved to approve these comments to be put into letter to be taken to ExCom, Steve B seconds, unanimous vote